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Summary
A national costume is traditional outﬁt linked to a geographic region or a certain period of time. Both
Norway and Finland have a collection of over 100 costumes all of which represent the traditions of a
speciﬁc town or area. As many as 70% of women in Norway own a national costume, a bunad,
representing the area to which they feel the most bounded to.
Having grown up in several different countries though, I personally do not know any place that I could
deﬁne as my home town. Not knowing the name of the place to which I feel the most bounded to
makes it difﬁcult for me to know which costume represents my own identity. Being half Finnish, half
Norwegian though clearly deﬁnes my identity wherever in the world I live, hence is why I wanted to
design an outﬁt representing my own identity. An outﬁt combining the traditions of both Finnish and
Norwegian folklore fashion; an outﬁt with an origin I am a suitable representative of.
My aim within this project is to discover the look of an outﬁt aimed for women who want to reﬂect both
their Norwegian as well as their Finnish identity in just one dress.
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Abstrakt
En folkdräkt är en traditionell dräkt kopplad till en geograﬁsk region eller en viss tidsperiod. Både
Norge och Finland har en samling med över 100 dräkter, varav alla representerar traditionerna i en viss
stad eller ett område. Så mycket som 70 % av alla kvinnor i Norge äger en folkdräkt, en bunad, som
representerar den region som de känner sig mest bundna till.
Efter att ha vuxit upp i ﬂera olika länder har jag personligen inte något ställe som jag skulle kunna
deﬁniera som min hemstad. Att inte veta namnet på det ställe som jag känner mig mest bunden till gör
det svårt för mig att veta vilken dräkt representerar min egen identitet. Att vara hälften ﬁnsk och
hälften norsk deﬁnierar dock min identitet oavsett var i världen jag bor, vilket är varför jag ville designa
en dräkt som representerar min egen identitet. En outﬁt som kombinerar både ﬁnska och norska
traditioner inom folkdräkter, en dräkt med ett ursprung jag är en lämplig representant för.
Mitt mål i detta projekt är att upptäcka utseendet på dräkten avsedd för kvinnor som vill spegla både
sin norska samt sin ﬁnska identitet i bara en klänning.

Språk: Engelska

Nyckelord:
Folkdräkt, tradition, identited, internationell

INTERNATIONAL IDENTITY
Combining two folklore fashion traditions
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1. INTRODUCTION
As many as 70% of women in Norway own a national costume; a bunad. The
design of your bunad reflects your home town or the place to which you feel the most
bounded. Having grown up in four different countries throughout my childhood
though and now living in Finland, there is no certain town or place which I could
call home town. If some random person would ask me where I come from the only
answer I would be capable of giving is that I'm half Finnish, half Norwegian. While
some person would define their identity as “Turkulainen” or “Bergenser”, being
half Finnish and half Norwegian is what's going to define my identity throughout my
life wherever in the world I live. My aim within this project will be to design a
national costume aimed for women who have a nationality partly Finnish partly
Norwegian. A costume based on both Norwegian and Finnish traditions within
folklore fashion.

There lays the question of why one can't just buy the costume to which they feel the
most bounded to appearance-wise. Many women in Norway today purchase the
beltestakk from Øst-Telemark because it is the costume that is the most popular
trend-wise, without having any relation to the place in question. National costumes
are a way of reflecting who we are as a person. While national costumes in some
countries reflect one's marital or religious status, costumes in Norway reflect where
in Norway one comes from. Not taking that into account while purchasing a bunad
sort of ruins the idea of having region specific costumes. What also surprises me is
the fact that one wants to make people around believe that she/he is from a place
that they might not even ever have visited.

There are so called “festdrakter” in Norway, that have been designed over the last
ten years. They are costumes that are not based on traditions from any certain place
of Norway but from Norwegian traditions overall, which basically makes them
wearable for all Norwegians. I have had thoughts of purchasing a costume called the
“Silje festdrakt” however; one of the reasons to why we buy clothes today is for us to
be able to reflect our taste, style and identity. Choosing a blue Silje costume over a
black or green one would reflect my taste within colour, it wouldn't reflect where I
originate from which I again believe ruins the idea of national costumes within
Nordic countries. I am proud of my identity and I would rather own a costume
reflecting it than not.

4

Why do I want to design an outfit based on
Norwegian and Finnish folklore fashion
traditions? Not only do I feel as though I need to
design a dress representing my own origins, I've
basically had a huge interest in national costumes
for over ten years now. At the age of just eleven I
discovered the book Våre Vakre Bunader at our
primary school library in Norway, and in a matter
of time I had learned the origin to almost all of the
costumes representing Norway's folk costume
collection. I became a big fan of sketching my own
costume designs.
Pictures at these
1
two pages are all
examples of
sketches done at the
age of elevenfourteen.
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2. RESEARCH

2.1 NATIONAL COSTUMES
A national costume is a traditional outfit linked to a
geographic region or a certain period of time in history.
Through a national costume one can also express social,
marital or religious status. European costumes are often
defined as clothing based on the dress of rural population in
times before the 20th century. National costumes exist in most
countries in the world, though in some countries they are much
more popular than in other countries. Some costumes are also
used as casual wear in many places of the world, particularly
in Africa, South America and some parts of Asia. Here in
Scandinavia though nowadays they are usually used just as
formal attire. In this essay I will be focusing on Norwegian and
Finnish costumes.
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Sari is a traditional dress worn by women in different Asian
countries such as India, Burma, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Thailand, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Indonesia and Afghanistan. A sari
consists of a four to nine meters long cloth which is worn over
a blouse (choli). One of the most common ways to drape a sari
is over one shoulder and just below the breastbone under the
other arm. The blouse choli has short sleeves and a low
neckline and extends down only to the end of the chest. Saris
come in all colours and shades. The sari is also often
decorated with various patterns as well as sequins and glitter.
Indian saris can be constructed in a variety of fabrics like
cotton, silk, georgette, chiffon or of several artificial

11

Anyone wearing a national costume makes himself/herself 7
a representative of the district in question. This means that some
knowledge of the district is almost mandatory, and that it is
important to respect how the dress should be worn and cared
for. Being an international person I find it difficult to locate my
so called home town. Through the years that I've lived in
Northern Europe I've never built a stronger bond with any
particular area, and the place that the Norwegian part of my
family originates from I don't feel as though I have enough
knowledge of or experience with in order to represent it through
a dress. Being half Finnish half Norwegian is something that has
followed me throughout my life, whether I've lived in England or
in Japan. Being half Finnish half Norwegian is something that I
definitely look at myself as a suitable representative of.
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Kimono is a traditional Japanese garment worn by
both men and women, the word itself literally means
"thing to wear". A kimono is often hand-woven in highquality silk, decorated with advanced and elegant
patterns. A kimono can be used as a beautiful robe or a
unique celebration gown, some people also use it as a
decoration in the home. A kimono is t-shaped and has
hems falling down to the ankle. The kimono is draped
around the body, always with the left side upon the right
side, except when used during funerals. The kimono is
held together with a belt which is tied behind the back.
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2.2 BUNAD

The word ”bunad” is a new
word which from the 20th
century has been used while
referring to several types of
clothing in Norway. In
academic terms, the word is
used for contemporary,
historicizing outfits, mostly
constructed in the first half of
the 1900s.

Bunads are for most people a
symbol of centuries of tradition
and belonging. It is an outfit
used at many of the major
markings in life. A bunad is a
detailed craftsmanship and an
investment for the future.

Traditionally bunads
represented the family home
and the area people came from,
but in today’s modern world
where moving is a necessity,
people wear the bunad from the
place to which they have the
strongest attachment.

These outfits are inspired by
traditional folk costumes, that
is, traditional clothing used by
the peasantry in parts of
Norway in the 17-1800s. Hulda
Garborg (1862-1934) and
Klara Semb (1884-1970) are
cited as pioneers in bringing
bunads into mainstream
culture. (Bunad, 2013.
Wikipedia)
16

The normal fabric of a bunad is wool. Shirts are
made of linen, cotton or silk, and shawls and aprons
are usually made of wool, silk or cotton. One bunad
can last more than a lifetime, being passed down
from generation to generation. They are designed to
be adjustable in case you have eaten a few too many
cream cakes over the holidays.

It is estimated that as much as 70% of all
Norwegian women have a bunad hanging in their
closet. The Norwegian Bunad Committee have rules
regarding authentic bunads though. Some people,
amusingly called the bunad police, may stop you if
your bunad isn't a proper one, or if you are not
wearing certain bunad shoes and the authentic
accessories that go with your bunad.
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It is common to wear the bunad It has also become a tradition 9
at various celebrations such as:
folk dances, weddings, baptisms,
confirmations, and especially
during the May 17th National Day
celebrations.

for parents to give their children a
bunad as a confirmation gift, which
they will wear on their confirmation
day.

Traditionally bunads are decorated with hand-made gold and
silver jewellery. That includes brooches, earrings, cufflinks, belt
buckles, purse locks, rings, silver belts, chains and eyelets. These
often get upgraded or added to from certain life achievements such
as confirmations, marriage or authority. Some women, such as
matrons who have authority, carry a key as symbolic decoration. A
purse is part of nearly every female's bunad with matching fabric
and embroidery.

T

he price of an original adult's bunad can vary from around
20 000NOK (2700€) to over 40 000NOK (5400€). That includes an
assembled dress, a purse and a shirt. Accessories such as capes,
jackets, shawls, hats, scarves, shoes and silver will be purchased
separately. The Norwegian costumes represent a total monetary
value of well over 30 billion NOK. (Bunad. Norsk Flid Husfliden)
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The first Nordland costume was presented and approved in Leirfjord,
Norland in 1928. The pattern of the vest has been developed from an old
wedding dress from Ravassåsen in Vefsn, and the embroidery was found
on two pieces of fabric from Røyten in Vefsn. The costume has therefore
also been called Vefsn bunad.

The costume is made out of blue or green wool fabric with floral
embroidery on the vest, skirt and purse. The apron and shawl have a blue
or green background colour depending on the colour of the dress. The
shirt is made of white linen with white embroidery on the collar and the
cuffs. The cape is half long, in blue or green wool fabric with a yellow
lining. Socks worn shall be either white or black. It is said that the blue
colour represents the coast while the green colour represents the
land.(Kvinnebunad fra Nordland. Bunader Oslo)
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2.2.1 NORDLANDSBUNAD
Voted by the public as the most beautiful
bunad in Norway year 2012. 27 000 votes were
cast, 24% of which went to the nordlandsbunad.
(Kristiansen, Sandra Marie. TV2.no)
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Ragnhild Vogt Svendsen was the creator of
Sunnmørsbunaden which was presented in
Ålesundi in 1927. The Ørskog the bunad was
the first the bunad to represent Sunnmøre,
later though, a number of other varieties of
the bunad came from different districts. The
costume currently exists in ten different
editions. The skirt and the vest/top half are
both made of either black or blue wool. The
vest is always in the same fabric as the skirt
though. The vest is lined with red bands just
barely seen, and it has wool embroidery
details in multiple colours on the front pieces
and on the back . The vest closes with three
hooks up from the waist. The apron and the
purse are of the same colour as the skirt and
have the same embroidery as the vest. The
purse lock is in either brass or silver. As
headgear one can wear a hat in the same
fabric as the bunad or a white head scarf. The
wife's scarf has black embroidery details
while the girl's scarf has embroidery details
in various colours. A cloak in the same colour
as the bunad is used as outerwear. It has a
high collar lined with red wool. (Sunnmøre
Historielag)
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2.2.2 SUNNMØRSBUNAD
Sunnmøre in Møre og Romsdal county is the area of Norway
from where my father's family originates. A blue Ørskogbunad
has been my first option at times when purchasing a bunad has
been on my mind. Having grown up in the counties of Oslo and
Akershus during the years that I've spent in Norway though I don't
know what it's like living up in the middle of the west-coast
mountains. Not having lived in Sunnmøre myself makes me feel as
though I don't have enough knowledge of the place to be able to
represent it through my dress, hence is why the choice has not
been obvious.
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The beltestakk from Øst-Telemark, although one of the most
expensive bunads in Norway, has definitely been the most
popular bunad in recent years. Many women choose this
costume without having any connection to the county Telemark.
One of the main reasons for this is the fact that the costume can
be very personal. One is basically free to choose the colours of
the ribbons, the belt, shirt and embroidery based on what they
prefer. The beltestakk has a long and traditional history and
originates from the raudtrøyebunad that was created in the first
half of the 19th century. These two separated in the 1840s1850s. (Beltestakk. Bunader Oslo)
54
he black skirt ”stakken” usually has a width of 4,5metres,
and is made out of thin black wool. The apron can be
constructed of different fabrics; ”ulldamask” and silk are
widely used. The apron is decorated with embroidery and
different ribbons; laces, silk ribbons, metallic ribbons and velvet
ribbons.

55
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A broad, tablet woven belt is used around the waist. As
outerwear women use a black embroidered jacket or a silk
shawl/scarf in matching colours. The shirt is made out of white
linen with either white or coloured embroidery, one can also use
a silk shirt. As an alternative to the regular bunad shoes, one
can also use "dufsesko" that are decorated with carved leather
56 and eyelets, or lace up boots.

57
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2.2.3 BELTESTAKK
58
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2.2.4 OSLOBUNAD
During the 40's it was
finally decided that the
capital Oslo should have its
own national costume. It
was the magazine Steen &
Strøm that took the initiative
to design a dress for the
capital in connection with
the 150th anniversary of the
magazine in 1947. Harriet
66
Henriksen, composed the
costume and Ingeborg Solum drew the pattern. The embroidery on the vest, skirt and
65 hat presents Oslo's midsummer flowers. The motif on the bag/purse shows St.
Halvard, Oslo 's guardian angel. (Oslodrakt fra Steen og Strøm. Bunader Oslo)

The ladies costume is produced in light blue wool with a recessing gray piece down
at the bottom of the skirt where most of the embroidery is located. The original shape
of the shirt was blouse-like with a small folded collar and buttoned front . Today the
shirt has a more traditional shirt shape with a standing collar and center front slit.
The colour of the shirt has always been light blue-gray, and it is made in either
cotton or linen. Over the last few years there have been some small changes to the
costume, and some new accessories have been designed. This is due to requests from
customers.
he work on creating a folk costume for Oslo, began later than it did in most other
places in Norway. Oslo as both a capital and port, has been in close contact with the
rest of Europe through the years which has
led to a large influence from Europe within
the costume and fashion history. Because of
this, the way of dressing changed more
frequently than elsewhere in the country,
which is perhaps the main reason to why
67
the Oslo outfit was not born before 1947.

T
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2.2.5 OSLO
JUBILEE COSTUME
The jubilee The dress for Oslo is a
costume designed in conjunction with
1000-year anniversary of the capital city.
The dress was officially presented at 17th
May 1999. The dress was designed by Eva
Lie in cooperation with Oslo municipality.
The female dress consists of a skirt,
apron, shirt, vest, belt, jacket and scarf.
The patterned apron is available in two
different colour combinations: blue /
golden or golden / black. The colours of
the costume are so called traditional Oslo
colours; gold, blue and black "søndagssort". The fabrics to the Oslo jubilee
costume are all copies of textiles that were
made by Hjula Industries at Sagene. The
apron, vest and jacket are all constructed
of silk and jacquard-woven wool. The
silver jewelery is specially designed to
suit the dress and is designed in
collaboration with designer and goldsmith
Elise Thiis Evensen. For shirts there are
an off-white silk shirt, one in blue or
golden silk taffeta as well as a white
cotton shirt. There are two different silk
scarves; golden or blue, with or without
fringe. (Jubileumsdrakten for Oslo. Eva
Lie Design)
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2.2.6
SETESDAL
T

77

he setesdalsbunad or the women’s costume from Valle in Setesdal is
one of the oldest folk costumes in Norway and one of only a few
costumes that have been in continuous use, both as everyday wear and
party wear. The setesdalsbunad has roots dating back to the medieval
"selestack" and has remained relatively unchanged through several
centuries. (Bunader for women in Setesdal 1998. Daughters of Norway)

The setesdalsbunad is shorter than the other women’s costumes in
Norway, coming to just below the knee. It may be true that this
originally was to show off the nice legs of the Setesdal women.
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Married women, unmarried women and girls are all dressed alike. The outfit
includes two skirts, both of which have had almost the same design since the last
part of the 17th century and probably even longer. The first skirt, worn alone for
everyday and summer is made out of natural, off-white boiled wool. The hem is
stiffed with heavy linen or cotton, and shaped so that it bells out. The black outer
skirt worn over the white skirt is made of thicker wool with a heavier hem. The
white skirt is decorated with three black borders on the hem, while the black skirt
is decorated with one green and two red borders. The belt is of black leather,
attached with a silver buckle. A Setesdal patternwoven band which circles the
waist twice is normally used over the black oter skirt. The usual head covering is
a black fringed scarf, which may be embroidered or have a printed red rose
pattern on it.

87
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Over the past 120-130 years it has
been common to decorate
Hallingdal costumes with woolen
embroidery. In these days
standardized patterns are used,
which are then drawn onto the
fabric before embroidering. In old
days though embroideries were done
by freehand. One of the great
89
masters of embroidery was Lybekk
(1873-1973) from Tuppeskogen in Gol. She had learned embroidery
skills from her mother Anne Hill (1834-1904), who was one of the
first women known to embroider Hallingdal costumes. (Kvinner som
broderte flotte hallingroser. Vibeke Hjønnevåg )
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The Dovre costume was

23

in the 1930s developed on
the basis of the embroidery
on an old hat found at
Tofte farm in Dovre.

The embroidery on the
gudbrandsdalens festbunad is
inspired by an old blue-green skirt
with multicolo-ured motifs, which
today is displayed in the Norwegian
Folk Museum.
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3.6
EMBROIDERY

95
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The Løken bunad came in 1949. It is a
freely composed costume, without evidence
from ancient costumes. The embroidery in
this bunad was taken from painted floral
motifs on a cabinet at Løken farm in
99
Trøgstad. It was Østfold Bygdekvinnelag
who were behind this costume. This bunad is an example of Hulda Garborgs efforts within bunad
development. She took up the use of the old folk costumes, but also created new costumes for
97 districts where the old folk costumes had completely disappeared. (Løkendrakt. Sarpsborg
Bunadservice)
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2.6.1 HARDANGER EMBROIDERY
Within needlework Norway are famous for their traditional patterned
knitted sweaters. One of the most famous Norwegian sweaters is the
Marius sweater which was designed in 1953 for war hero, skier and actor
Marius Eriksen. Another famous pattern is found in the Setesdals knit
which is one of the world's most knitted sweater motifs. The most famous
famous Norwegian pattern within folklore
embroidery traditions though is the
Hardanger-star pattern.

Embroidery has a long tradition in
Hardanger. It is characterized by the rustic
traditions of the region. Each farm in the
area has its own costume with its own
personal embroidery. The vest of the
Hardanger bunad consists of red or green
damask fabric edged with embroidered silk
ribbon. The vest is worn on top of an inlaid
patch of Hardanger embroidery. Certain
small details on the dress indicate what
region of Hardanger the costume is related
to. Unmarried women wear an
embroidered belt while married women
101 wear a gold plated silver belt.

100

Images of Virgin Mary in
the Middle Ages, in which
Mary had been crowned as
the Queen of Heaven, led
to crown headpieces
becoming a symbol of
virginity in Norway in the
18th century, hence is why
they were worn by brides
as a symbol of
virtuousness. The crowns
measures 18-20
centimeters in diameter
and are made of several
gold plated silver pieces
either solded or hooked
together. Women in the
phase between being
married and unmarried
were particularly
vulnerable to supernatural
forces. The purpose of the
silver on the crown was to
protect the bride from
these forces. (Duran, Laila
2012 SCANDINAVIAN
FOLKLORE)
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Looking back on page 8, the

112

Hardanger embroidery has been
a big source of inspiration in my
design work since the age of just
12. Here I've experimented with
the colours of the Hardanger star
embroidery, notice how much
difference the change of just one
colour can have on the overall
look of the pattern.
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Images 114-128
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2.3 FINNISH
COSTUMES
In Finland, national costumes
are at their best looked at as skillworks, special occasion outfits
made with love but without time
and money restrictions. National
costumes are a great opportunity
for knitters, seamstresses, hat
makers, footwear producers,
leather makers, goldsmiths and
fabric printers to show off their
skills. The costume does not only
contain skills, it is also a
collection of tales and stories,
whether it is heritage, received as
a gifts or bought with one's own
money.
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Most of the national costumes in Finland were created in the late 1800s.
Finland was part of Russia at that time. They were created by Suomen
Käsityön Ystävät. 110 years later, 05.08.1885 was appointed to as the national
costumes' birthday. This date was historic because it was the beginning of the
national costume culture. The national costume became people's special
occasion outfit, performing groups' role costume, one's home town highlight
134
and the Finnish identity. These outfits were based on old folk costumes from
the 1700 and 1800s. Nominated as folk costumes were outfits that were in constant living use. Folk costumes remoulded
according to use and received over the years regional and local characteristics. While getting dressed in everyday clothing
practicality was the main thing. Formal wear though contained fashion elements, fashion designs' and fabrics' imitation as
well as favoured personal features. Changes were slow though and could take tens of years to develop.

Behind each national costume's was a will. The Finnish National Costume Council required that behind the suit's project
was a community; a municipality or an organization. The mere desire was not enough to the costume's assembly; it had to
include finding a project that supported the content. The objective in the birth of a new national costume was achieving a
suit ensemble that followed its role models as far as possible. The main difficulty was finding suitable material to the
project. One suit's project, which resulted in a new national costume's first sample took at least one year, often even longer.
The costume was complete when the Kansallispukukuraati accepted it. This costume piece then ended up in the national
archives design costume collection.

Layering was considered as part of the costume's use, especially for women. Women's suit consisted of components from
different times: self-made, inherited, and new. Garments we put on so that they were visible, at least partly underneath each
other over. The value of one's clothing would depend on the quality of the components, or on the skills reflected and the
materials. The whole costume was literally a living representation of the wearer's background, wealth, age and religion, as
well as a hint on one's home town. (Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku. Maahenki Oy)
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Among the Finnish
costumes distinguish two
main groups, the Karelian
and Finnish costumes
costume areas. The costumes
have a slightly different
character because of the fact
that the Finnish costumes has
received much detail via
Sweden and the Karelian
costumes have received their
draws from Russia. Women's
national costume package
included consistently a shirt,
skirt, apron, vest, jacket and
headgear, as well as leg
curtains, socks and shoes.
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At warmer times, just a shirt
and a head curtain for adult
women was enough as an
everyday outfit while at
home. Skirts were often
chosen depending the
weather and the situation.
During special occasions the
best skirt was on top,
underneath one or more worn
skirts. Skirts had plenty of
fabric so that the applicant
was in a position to boast of
wealth and display herself
with a suitable plush. In case
of rain the skirt hem was
thrown on the shoulders or
held over the head as
headgear protection.

An adult woman always
wore a headgear: a "tanu",
"tykkimyssy", or other hat,
138 veil, or "sorokka". Girls' code
was a ribbon headgear which
was often made out
of silk or a
ribbon-like
headgear decorated
with tin studs. The
most desired colour
was red.
Confirmation was
the border between
an adult woman
and a girl. (Holst,
Leena 2011
Kansallispuku.
Maahenki Oy)
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3. COMPARING NORWEGIAN AND FINNISH COSTUMES

While analysing and comparing the two nationalities
of the costumes I realized that the amount of similarities
is actually greater than I expected. The main similarity is
the actual shape of the outfit. Although exceptions, the
basic construction of the outfit is almost identical; it
includes a skirt, a vest and a shirt. Three main garments
plus possible accessories; an apron, a bag, a scarf, a
headpiece and a pair of shoes.

One of the most obvious similarities between the
Norwegian and the Finnish costumes is the choice of
colour. Almost all of the costumes are built up using
different shades of a colour palette including the three
primary colours red, yellow and blue, plus green, black
and white. Although there are some exceptions to the
palette e.g. splashes of orange in some Finnish costumes,
compared to outfits worn in countries such as Japan and
China where bright pink, turquoise and purple are
popular colours, there is a clear link in between colour
traditions in all Nordic countries. Here I’ve constructed
a basic Norwegian/Finnish costume colour palette.
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VEST

The vest is the central piece of
clothing in both Norwegian and
Finnish national costumes. It
does not give much protection
in layering of clothing, but it is
still important because it
emphasizes the upper half of the
body and it decorates the dress.
The vest is often the part of the
costume that is made out of the
most valuable fabric. The vest
comes in many different lengths,
but the three main lengths are;
short, long and floor length. The
vest can either be tucked into
the skirt or untucked, covering
the skirt's waistline. Vests
reaching down to the floor are
worn without a skirt.
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A long laced/strapped vest
extending to just above the hips
was the oldest type of vest in
western Finland. These were
later followed by vests
extending to just the waistline.
The most common fasteners in
short vests were buttons, which
were often fastened in two lines.
Almost all of the western
Finnish female vests were figure
hugging and solid. The back
piece was usually divided in
two, and the stripes formed a Vshape in the middle of the back.
Karelian vests though were onecoloured and had a more loose
shape and a less fitted structure.
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Short versions are more
popular in Norway whilst long
versions are the most popular in
Finland. One-piece costumes
are the most unusual versions in
both countries. Examples of
outfits with a short vest include
the grafferbunad from Norway
and the dress from Tammela in
Finland. Long vest examples
include bunads from Hedmark
and dresses from Kymenlaakso.
Bunads from Hallingdal and
costumes from Tuuteri are
examples of floor length vests.
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The skirt was an exceptionally valued part
of one's clothing property, especially in
Finland. Skirts were used in layers,
regardless of the season and work. Worn
skirts were worn on top during everyday life
while skirts in good condition were passed
over to future generations. In the old days
people were much more specific in
distinguishing between everyday, special
occasion and holiday clothing than what we
are today. Casual clothes were usually
constructed of coarser fabrics and with a
simpler shape than fine clothes.

Fabric qualities used in the skirts in
Finland were “kamlotti”, “parkkumi”,
cloth, thin wool and striped linen-mix
fabrics. The skirts were long in length but
left the ankles visible. The fabric was
crinkled or pleated around the waist line.
The skirt's profuse pleating emphasized the
lushness of the body and hid the thinness.
(Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku.
Maahenki Oy)
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3.2 SKIRT

One of the only differences in between the Norwegian and the Finnish
skirts is that the length in Finland leaves the ancles visible while in Norway it
doesn’t. Another detail differentiating the skirts’ nationality is that the
Norwegian skirts’ fabric is almost always one-coloured, while the skirts in
Finland are often made of multi-coloured striped or printed fabrics. What
they both have in common construction wise is that there is only one vertical
seam in the skirt which is located at either the midlle back or middle front.
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3.3 WHITE SHIRT
White cotton or linen shirts are worn with all of the
Finnish and Norwegian costumes, the only two
exceptions are the coloured silk shirt option available for
some bunads in Norway, and the blue shirt worn with the
old version Oslo bunad. The shirts are usually decorated
with either white or coloured embroidery. In Norway all
shirts have an either flat or stand-up collar, collarless
shirts are popular in some parts of Finland, especially in
Karelia. In Finland, the white shirt used to be the only
garment worn during summer and while indooors. Many
of the shirts were therefore exceptionally long compared
to the Norwegian shirts.
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3.1.4 PURSE

Made of small fabric pieces bought from the huckster,
made of yarns and mirrors, the purse was basically a smallscale masterpiece in Finland. The pockets' shape and
decoration patterns had regional differences. Purses from
Satakunta-area were large, teardrop-shaped and had a wide
mouth. People in Savo used thin suit fabrics, netting, and
printed fabrics. The pockets were rather small of size, they
had a small mouth, they were rectangular and they flared.
Pockets used in Kymenlaakso were rather small, they had a
wide mouth and they were rather wide than deep. They were
impressively embroidered, colourful yarns covering the
surface and
they were
decorated with
pieces of
mirror. The
pockets were
hung around
his waist, to the
right side of the
skirt or the
apron. (Holst,
Leena 2011
Kansallispuku.
Maahenki Oy)
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The hanging pockets/bags/purses are a small
piece of art in the Norwegian bunad. While the
Finnish purses are usually more square shaped,
the Norwegian purses have all got an oval/pear
shape. Compared to the Finnish pockets made out
of fabrics bought from the huckster, the
Norwegian pockets are usually made out of the
same material as the rest of the costume. The
pockets in Norway also often contain the same
embroidery pattern as the
skirt or the vest. Finnish
purses are usually attached
by strings tied around the
waist, the Norwegian purses
though are always attached
to the dress with the use of a
silver buckle. Another
difference is the fact that in
Finland it is tradition to
keep the purse on the right
side while in Norway they
always hang on the left side.
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An aprons role within the costume has varied over time in Finland.

3.1.5 APRONS

At first it was looked at as a protective garment, on the other hand it
was also an important garment to wear with a festive costume.
Wealthy women wore an apron every day, poor women could not
afford to use it to other than the most sacred days. Aprons were
associated with different beliefs, for example that on top of each other
dressed aprons protected a pregnant woman and her unborn child
from harm. Dropped aprons were a sign of future evil. Different
aprons told the residential region of
its user, and sometimes also her
wealth and personal nature. One's
grief, age and holy day subject were
also reflected in the aprons.

The aprons' size varied, but they had
usually the same width as the fabric
used. More valuable aprons made
from fabrics such as silk were
normally very narrow. Karelian apron
fabrics were bleached linen, often with
woven red horizontal stripes. The
decorations on the Karelian aprons
were not symmetrical though. The
Western Finland aprons were more
sizeable than the Karelian aprons and
they usually covered the entire front of
the skirt. The apron stripes in Western
Finland were vertical rather than
horizontal. The reason to why not all
costumes in Finland include an apron
is probably the fact that they were
basically looked at as a bit too casual.
(Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku.
Maahenki Oy)
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Some aprons in Norway are made
out of the same fabric as the actual
skirt, especially in areas such as
Oppland and Møre og Romsdal.
These aprons are also decorated with
the same flower pattern as the skirt.
In areas such as Hordaland though,
almost all aprons are made out of
white linen or cotton fabric,
decorated with lace embroidery,
often the same lace pattern found on
the shirt. In areas such as Hallingdal
and Trøndelag though the apron can
be made out of a completely different
fabric than the skirt e.g. a rose
patterned fabric. Just like in Finland
there are areas where aprons are not
worn much at all e.g. in Hedmark.
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3.1.6 SCARF
Scarves are an important accessory, both within the Norwegian and
Finnish costume collection. That includes silk scarves, wool scarves,
linen scarves, cotton scarves, big scarves and small scarves. What they
all have in common though is that they're squared, and usually folded
into a triangle while worn. In Finland they were most popular in
Western areas. There they were folded around the neck and placed
either below or over the vest. The scarf is more of a decoration than a
heater in Finland and it became public in the late 1700s through the use
of upper-class peoples example. Silk scarves were either check-based,
pattern embellished or multi-coloured with stripes as well as later onecoloured. Fringes toured the scarf's edge. The scarves were imported
goods from places including the Swedish silk factories. A wealthy
woman owned a number of scarves and could combine in the same
costume a whole number of scarves. (Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku.
Maahenki Oy) Long metallic scarf pins were used in attaching the
scarves, both in Norway and in Finland. Silk scarves over 200 years old
can still be found at museums. Scarves in Finland are not distinctively
region-specific, which they on the other hand are in Norway. The green
scarf worn with the Østfold bunad is only worn with Østfold bunad as
the embroidery detail on the scarf is designed specifically for the Østfold
bunad. The pattern was discovered at Ellefsrød farm in Idd, Østfold.
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Silk Scarves and costume-Scarves are a natural part of a complete
Norwegian national costume. The scarves can either be made by
authentic traditional design or introduced modern colours and colour
combinations. When weaving a silk scarf costume one must first set up a
warp of silk yarn. The warp typically consists of 60 to 70 threads per cm.
The layout of a warp is a time consuming and precise work that can take
up to 14 days to complete. After that up to eight colours of staple yarn is
woven in. The pattern is formed by the yarn going under or over each
warp thread. Silk scarves are a good example of a type weaving-art
requiring high skills.
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3.7 POPULARITY

Since the beginning of my interest in Norwegian and Finnish costume I've been asking myself why the use of costumes in
Finland is not as popular as in Norway. One of the main reasons to why women get themselves a bunad in Norway is
because most of their friends own one. Being given a bunad as a confirmation gift is a tradition in Norway and the amount
of bunads purchased each year does not look as though it's going to decrease. In order for a garment to be popular within
the market there has to be an attraction between the buyers and the product itself. There won't be an attraction if people
don't know about the product. One of the most effective ways for people to get aware of a product is by seeing it live. The
number of people owning a national costume in Finland is extremely low, meaning; there is no demand for it. If 70 percent
of the Finnish population were to own a costume now, I bet that the demand for new costumes would look different to what
it is at the moment.

Another reasons to
why I believe Finnish
costumes aren't more
popular is the fact
that people in Finland
don't celebrate their
national day in the
same way that
Norway does. 17th of
May is for some
women, the only day
of the year on which
they wear their bunad.
On the 6th of
December (Finnish
national day) there
lays no traditions of
parading across town
in formal wear with
friends and family all
waving the nation's
flags.
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One of the reasons
to why some bunads
in Norway are
198
exceptionally popular
e.g. the beltestakk, is the fact that they're found in exceptionally many colour
combinations. At least two colour options are available for each Norwegian costume,
allowing the wearer to be able to reflect her style and personality, which is one of the
main reasons to why we buy clothes in these days. Within the collection Finnish
costumes though there is a huge lack of options; one of the only garments found in
optional colours is the scarf. The difference in between the appearance of the costumes
in Finland is so small because of a lack in detail that changing the colour of the
Munsala costume's vest from blue to red would make it look as though it came from
Kokkola. Not only are there colour options in Norway, some areas have also got
several different dress models representing the place, giving even more options. E.g.
the list of bunads representing Romerike in Norway includes three main dress designs,
all found in at least four colours. Being allowed to reflect one's mood, style and
personality is extremely important in my eyes, hence why my costume will include
several different colour options. One can wear a red scarf while in a romantic mood
and a green scarf while in a naturist mood.
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4. SKETCHES
Images 206-2012
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4.1 FIRST IDEAS
Based on the similarities
between the Norwegian and the
Finnish costumes I've come to the
decision of having a skirt, vest,
apron, white shirt, purse and scarf
as the main garments in my
design. Those six garments are all
found in, not all, but in most of the
dresses in both, the Finnish and
the Norwegian costume collection.
The outfit will also include silver,
as silver is the common material
within Nordic costume
accessories.
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Images 213-2018
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Almost all of Norway's costumes include some
sort of embroidery. Most costumes from the
county Hordaland are based on the Hardanger
star pattern while bunads from the rest of
Norway include either flower embroidery or
other folklore patterns. Embroidery isn't as
usual within the Finnish costume collection. One
of the only places where some embroidery can
be seen is within Karelian areas in eastern
Finland. Because of the fact that there is some embroidery
in both Norway and Finland though I'm going to add
embroidery to my design in order to give the costume more
personality and make it easier to identify.
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Anemone nemorosa, Ranunculus acris, Silene dioica and
Papaver rhoeas are all perfect Nordic flower representants
as they are all examples of wildflowers growing in both the
Norwegian and the Finnish nature. Together they will form a
flower embroidery pattern surrounding the bottom of the
skirt's 190 centimetres wide hem. I opted for flowers with
bright colours or colours with a strong contrast to navy, in
order for them to stand out of the fabric. I also chose flowers
of different heights in order for them to bring a balance to
the pattern.
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Here I’ve
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designed a Nordic
wildflower
embroidery pattern
to be placed at the
bottom of the skirt’s
hem.

Images 223-226

50 The skirt will be the first garment
that I start off with construction-wise
as it is looked at as the most important
piece of the outfit. As my fabric I have
chosen a dark navy/Prussian blue
coloured wool fabric that I found at
Eurokangas in Turku. I chose a dark
colour because most costumes in both
Finland and Norway follow the scheme
of having the skirt's fabric a darker
colour than the vest. I chose the colour
blue because navy/Prussian blue is my
favourite colour and I definitely prefer
blue to black when it comes to national
costumes. Blue works better with
bright multi-coloured embroidered
flowers. However, taking into account
the fact that costumes with colour
options sell better I will have colour
options to the blue skirt, possibly
including a black or a dark green skirt.
Not being much of a black skirt fan I
might just allow colour options for the
vest, scarf and apron.

5. CONSTRUCTION
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The skirt will have a total width of 150 centimetres at the waistline. That will
allow for twelve folds around the waistline, each of which takes up 9
centimetres of fabric. In between each fold there will be 3.5 centimetres of
unfolded fabric.
9 + 3.5 = 12.5
12.5 x 12 = 150
The folds will face away from the middle front, towards the middle back. The
folds will therefore turn around, away from each other at the middle front
where there will therefore be a 13 centimetres wide plain fabric space (3 + 3.5
+ 3.5 + 3 centimetres). The folds will meet at the middle back where they will
hide the back seam. The width at the bottom will have a total width of 190
centimetres; 40 centimetres wider than around the waistline. 20 centimetres of
width will be added at both sides of the bottom line.
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One of the first decisions confronting me while sketching my

design is whether I want to opt for a long or a short vest. Designing a
vest in the “extreme zone”; one reaching all the way down to the
floor or one extremely short would add personality to my outfit. That
personality might attract customers, one example of that is the out of
the beltestakk. However, too much personality might also repel
customers, one example of that is the 1947 Oslo bunad with its out of
the ordinary blue colour. Due to that repel the Oslo bunad is now
constructed in black fabric at some producers. Therefore, I believe it's
wise to stick to safe cuts.

Vests that are tucked into
the skirt at the waistline
rather than laying on top
of the skirt's edge covering
the waistline are definitely
the most popular within
Norwegian costume
designs. In Finland there
are a few more non-tuckedinn vests, especially in
Western areas of Finland,
but the difference is small.
Therefore, I'm going to opt
for a vest tucked inn at the
waistline. Not only does
that accentuate a woman's
waistline, which gives a
woman more shape, it also
prevents the shirt from
being untucked.
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238

For the costume’s vest I started off by making a prototype of a basic C38 vest pattern. Once I
had composed the three pieces I placed it on a doll and begun editing the pattern. First of all,
the front neckline had to be lowered about 10 centimetres, and the armhole’s circumference
had to be enlarged by approximately four centimetres. The basic pattern included two figure
seams; one at the bottom and one at the top. I chose to remove the upper seam completely as it
disrupted the overall look of the vest, and neither Norwegian nor Finnish costumes include a
figure seam running down from the shoulder to the bust. The seam down at the bottom though
gave the vest a better structure and shape, hence is why I chose to keep it. After drawing out
a new pattern based on my first edited prototype I chose to construct a new front
half prototype, this time with double fabric as all of the actual vest's parts will
have a double fabric in order to improve the structure, architecture and strength
of the vest. My second prototype turned out really well, almost better than what I
had expected. I was pleased with the huge improvement
that there was in the overall look of the vest.
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After I had

I chose to add a zip to the back of the vest
in order for it to become more practical. Zips
are not usual when it comes to Nordic
folklore fashion, but new costumes are
designed the whole time, especially in
Norway, and zips might be history in
100-years time. The zip will also be hidden
underneath the scarf.

constructed the skirt
following the pattern
on page 55 I realized
that the folds were
not deep enough.
Therefore I chose
decrease the number
of folds from twelve
to eight. That also
allowed me to locate
the folds in line with
the seams on the
vest, making the
overall look more
neat.
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Red together with blue is a
popular colour combo within both,
the Norwegian and the Finnish
national costume collection. Red
and blue are both two of my
favourite colours. Within blue I
prefer dark shades such as
Prussian and navy and within red
I prefer bright, energetic reds or
tones with a splash of pink within
them. Red is a colour associated
with energy, strength, power, as
well as passion, desire and love.
Red is an intense colour
emotionally and it brings one to
the foreground. The vest will be
made out of red wool fabric
bought at Eurokangas. Blue is a
colour often associated with depth
and stability. It symbolizes loyalty,
trust, wisdom, confidence,
intelligence and faith. Blue is
associated as a colour beneficial
to the mind and the body as it
slows human metabolism and
produces a calming effect. The
shirt and the apron will both have
a white colour, a colour
associated with light, goodness,
innocence, purity, and virginity.
White is considered to be the
colour of perfection. Red, white
and blue are the three colours that
together represent the flags of
Norway and Finland. (Color
Meaning. Color Wheel Pro)
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The shirt will be made out of white cotton.
There will be white embroidery at the
collar as well as on the end of the sleeves.
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The collection includes three different
250

scarves: one in white damask silk, one
in blue wool including the same
embroidery as on the skirt and purse as
well as one in red checkered cotton fabric.
A scarf will always be worn with the dress.
It will be folded to a triangle and thrown
over the shoulders. At the front it can
either be tucked into the vest or left
untucked.

These are the new measurements of the skirt.
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FINAL PROTOTYPE
Images 252-260
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6. SUMMARY
The design of my costume is the results of a combination of two different folklore fashion
traditions. Dress-wise it is the representative of a bi-national identity including the
countries Norway and Finland. It is a summary of the features most common within
folklore fashion in both countries. While composing the design I wanted to make sure that
there was a balance in between the clothing traditions of the two countries. Short vest
versions might be more popular in Norway, purses without a silver clasp though are far
more popular in Finland. The embroidery detail reflects the designer’s passion for flowers
as well as enables the costume to be recognized and identified. The choice of flowers in the
embroidery defines the costume’s national identity.

In the end I did end up pleased with the prototype, especially with its fit and structure. If
there was something that I would have wanted to change with the prototype then I would
have preferred a red colour more scarlet in order for it to balance out with the red in the
flower embroidery. Overall though, I do believe that the design is something that I could
wear myself on a special day. What I'm pleased about is the fact that I now know how the
costume representing my own identity looks like.
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Image 173 : Bunader Oslo
http://bunaderoslo.no/
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Image 174 : Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku. Maahenki Oy
Image 175 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 176 : Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku. Maahenki Oy
Image 177 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 178 : Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku. Maahenki Oy
Image 179 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 180&181 : Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku. Maahenki Oy
Image 182 : Bunader Oslo
http://bunaderoslo.no/
Image 183 - 187 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 188&189 : Helmi Vuorelma Oy 1987. KANSALLISPUKUJA kuvina
Image 190&191 : Repo, Jaakko 1982 Karjalaisia kansallispukuja. WERNER SÖDERSTRÖM OSAKEYHTIÖ
Image 192 : Bunader Oslo
http://bunaderoslo.no/
Image 193 : Holst, Leena 2011 Kansallispuku. Maahenki Oy
Image 194 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 195&196 : Bunader Oslo
http://bunaderoslo.no/
Image 197 : Helmi Vuorelma Oy 1987. KANSALLISPUKUJA kuvina
Image 198 : Nybø, Arild 2006. Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/arnybo/1278194791/
Image 199 : Helmi Vuorelma Oy 1987. KANSALLISPUKUJA kuvina
Image 200 : Reite, Anna 2013
Image 201&202 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 203 : Reite, Anna 2013
Image 204 : Norske Bunader Oslo AS
http://norskebunader.no/
Image 205 - 220 : Reite, Anna 2013
Image 221 : Muller, Rolf 2009. Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/gripspix/3526709040/
Image 222 : Larsen, Svein Erik. Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sveineriklarsen/6869486902/sizes/o/in/photostream/
Image 223 - 233 : Reite, Anna 2013
Image 234&235 : Bunader Oslo
www.bunaderoslo.no
Image 236 - 260 : Reite, Anna 2013
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Norske Bunader Oslo AS
”Hei Anna, så hyggelig at vi har noe som kan være av interesse for deg. Du kan absolutt bruke våre bilder så lenge det
refereres riktig ved bildet og i kildelisten. Skulle du trenge bilder av noe vi ikke har ute på nettsiden eller facebook,
kan du skrive til oss på info@norskebunader.no. Vi er også interessert i å få tilsendt en utgave av ditt ferdige produkt,
slik at vi kan legge den til vår egen portofolio. Lykke til ”

Laila Duran
”Hi Anna. Yes you may use some of the photos om the blog for your work. Always write my name as a potographer.
//Laila Duran”

Bunader Oslo
”Hei Anna!
Ja, du får lov å bruke bildene våres.
Lykke til med design!”
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